Christmas Gift Ideas

$20 to $25
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

A1009
Office Block AA Emergency Mobile Charger
This handy and playful set will give peace of mind
by giving you extra charge if your phone runs out
of power. All components connect together to allow
the user to build & play. Can be used as a phone
stand. Batteries not included. Available in 2 colours

FID1009BK
ifidelity Blurr Bluetooth Earbuds
These wireless earbuds provide premium sound while
complimenting a free lifestyle. Lose your cord and
enjoy your activities as they were meant to be enjoyed.
Perfect for the gym, the slopes, travel or the office.
Avoid tangled cords with this fashionable design and
up to 6 hours of play back time. Make and receive calls
with the built-in mic..

7693SL
Greedo Bluetooth Speaker
Enjoy exceptional sound in the aluminium
casing Greedo Bluetooth Speaker. With the
build-in microphone, Greedo will allow you
to conference call on-the-go through your
smartphone. The Greedo will allow you to
control your music and volume directly
from the device. Bluetooth working range
is 10 meters (33 feet). Includes Mini USB to
USB charging cable and 3.5mm audio cable.
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Power Journal Gift Combo
Each Combo is available in Black, Blue, Red & Silver.
Presented in a custom made 2 piece gift box with foam
insert this combo is an impressive and practical gift

1. 7701 Jolt Charger
This battery charger has an 2,200 mAh internal battery
with enough life to fully charge an iPhone, giving you
about 8 hours of additional talk time.

2. 627 Grobisen Series Twist Action Pen
Metal twist action ballpoint pen. Supplied with black ink.

3. 9196 Ambassador Bound JournalBook™
Built-in elastic closure and ribbon marker. Includes
80 sheets of lined paper.

Nova Power Journal Gift Combo
Each Combo is available in Black, Blue, Red & Silver.
Presented in a custom made 2 piece gift box with foam
insert this combo is an impressive and practical gift

1. 7701 Jolt Charger
This battery charger has an 2,200 mAh internal battery
with enough life to fully charge an iPhone, giving you
about 8 hours of additional talk time.

2. 6012 Danley Ballpoint Pen
Combining a good solid feel with surprisingly affordable
pricing, this simple metal ballpoint pen helps you make
your mark without leaving a hole in your budget.

3. JB1008 Nova Bound JournalBook™
Smooth, hard cover A5 journal with built-in elastic closure. Includes 96 sheets of lined white coloured paper.
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1071WD
LED Display Clock
This LED display wooden clock is perfect for any desk, table
or night stand. The clock displays the time, calendar, alarm
and temperature. You are able to save up to 3 different alarms.
Includes three AAA batteries.

SC1001BK
Scriptura Gift Set
Timeless gift set featuring a
classic twist action ballpoint
pen and notebook with
contrast colour stitching.
Packed in a Scriptura gift
box.
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MM1022
Marksman 30” Halo Umbrella
Exclusive design black umbrella
with fibreglass ribs, metal
shaft and rubber coated
plastic handle. Available
in 2 colours.

3. SB1007
48” Auto Close Inversion Umbrella
Innovative inverted folding design: opens
and closes ’’inside-out’’making it easier
to use when entering and exiting a vehicle
and keeping the water contained and outer
surfaces dry. The umbrella can stand on its
own when closed allowing the water to drain
out to dry. Auto closing with push button
pinch-proof runner. Dual layer pongee
canopy. Available in 2 colours.
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1. TK1016
Trekk™ Expandable Mega Cooler
Made from wash wrinkled polyester
material. Aluminium insulated main
zippered compartment. Adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, Velcro carry
handles, front slip pocket, side expanding
snap domes. Approx. 25 litres capacity.
Available in 2 colours.

2. AZ1010GY
Arctic Zone® 18 Can Cooler
Heavy-duty materials make the Workman’s
Pro Series ideal for the toughest job.
Zippered main compartment holds up to
18 cans. Open front pocket with velcro flap
closure. Adjustable padded shoulder strap.
Ultra Safe leak-proof PEVA lining.

4. 7815BK
Cooler Seat
Great for the outdoors. A cooler that is a
seat as well. Can support up to 90Kgs and
holds up to 24 cans. Insulated liner. Ultra
portable folds completely flat for storage.
Manufactured from 600D Polycanvas.
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1. 793BK
BBQ Multi Tool
The ultimate BBQ 5-in-1 multi tool
companion for the home or outdoors.
Featuring stainless steel grill spatula,
meat fork and silicone basting brush
swing out from the handle. Other side
of handle offers corkscrew, wine lever
plus an integrated bottle opener. Swing
spatula open and slide two halves of
multi-tool apart to separate.

2. TK1017GY
Trekk™ Deluxe Multi Tool
This multi-tool will get you out of most
situations with 9 functions as well as a
handy carry pouch. Made from anodised
high grade stainless steel and includes
long & standard pliers, wine cutter, large
& medium slotted screwdriver, Large &
small knife, phillips screwdriver & saw.
Supplied with nylon carry pouch &
presented in a Trekk™ gift box.

3. TK1034WD
Trekk Multi Tool with Wood
Finish
This 12 function multi tool is made
from stainless steel with wood look
finish. Supplied in a craft paper, wood
look Trekk giftbox. Keep this tool
handy for all those urgent jobs.
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4. 1423WD
Cheese Set
Three piece set made from rubber wood
and supplied in a white gift box.
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5. TK1027SL
Trekk™ Premium MultiTool
Made from high grade stainless steel
with matt silver finish. This multi tool is
12 tools in 1 product including pliers, saw,
knifes, phillip & flat head screw drivers,
bottle openers & files. Packed in a Trekk
gift box.
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1. 5262
Mega Copper Vacuum
Insulated Bottle
This bottle is double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel
with vacuum insulation. Inner wall is plated with
copper for ultimate conductivity. 760ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

5. 4089
Norse Copper Vacuum Insulated Bottle
5
With this innovative cork look, screw-on lid design, your next
promotion will be sure to stand out. Durable, double-wall
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation.
The construction also prevents condensation on the outside
of the bottle and the lid is spill resistant. Fits most standard
car cup holders. 590ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.

2. 4074
Hugo Auto-Seal Copper
Vacuum Insulated Bottle
Durable, double-walled 18/8 stainless steel vacuum construction
with copper insulation. Design features auto-sealing method for
easy opening and a more comfortable drinking experience.
Available in 4 colours.
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3. TK1018WH
Trekk Stainless Drink Bottle
Built to last! Rugged construction and double walled to keep liquid
cool. Made from 18/8 grade stainless steel. Rubberised lid, sipper and
straw with carabiner handle. Supplied in a black Trekk presentation
box. 700ml capacity.

4. 4076
Valhalla Copper Vacuum Mug
With the on-trend, cork featured handle design, your next promotion will be sure
to stand out. Durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum construction with copper
insulation. 470ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.
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5043
Rush 15” Computer Backpack
This computer backpack is designed not only
to protect your 15 inch laptop, but also hold
all your daily essentials, whether that is for
business or school. Large front pocket
organiser with pen and card sleeves,
quick-access top pocket. Main compartment
with padded laptop pocket and tablet sleeve.
Available in 2 colours.

5174CA
Graphite Deluxe 15’’Computer Backpack
Stylish backpack offers on trend looks with exceptional value. Zippered main
compartment with padded laptop sleeve holds up to a 15.6’’ computer, dedicated
iPad/tablet pocket with room for all your other business essentials. Two large front
zippered pockets. The two front pockets also offer flexible decorating locations.
Side water bottle pocket. Top grab handle. Adjustable padded backpack straps.

EL009BK
Elleven™ Utility Kit
Zippered main compartment with U-shaped
opening. Front velcro pocket. Two side
zippered pockets. Elastic shock cord on
exterior side pocket for additional storage.
Interior includes zippered mesh pocket and
deluxe organisation in the form of multiple
pockets and elastic dividers. Metal hook
hanging feature for convenience. Top grab
handle for easy carry. Signature Elleven
lining and hardware. Main compartment
capacity is approximately 6 litres.
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